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Identify
weaknesses

Learn the
content

Record your
learning

•QLA
•Specification

•Online
•Book
•Videos
•Apps
•Podcasts

•Flash cards
•Mind maps
•Online resource
– Quizlet, etc

Test your self

Success!

•Past papers
•Focused
question packs
•Multiple choice
questions

•Remember
your goal

Websites
Corbett Maths
Corbett Maths has video tutorials to watch and then questions to practice. Topics are listed in alphabetical order
with exam style practice questions and a text book exercise that you can try after you have watched the tutorial
video. The answers are linked as well so make sure that you check what you have done!
Maths Made Easy
Similar to Corbett Maths as in there are video tutorials on topics for you to watch. There are also exam style
questions with answers to try. For each topic it tells you the level of the topic and which exam board the topic is
on.
Exam solutions
This contains video tutorials on GCSE topics as well as examination questions to try.
Maths Genie
This contains video tutorials on GCSE topics as well as examination questions to try. This site splits the topics up
into grades, which may be useful when you consider your target grade and what comes before it.
Bitesize
Bitesize is set out more like a revision guide to read/look at examples in the ‘revise’ section and then questions to
practice in the ‘test’ section. The questions are marked electronically as you answer them.
Maths4everyone
Some areas of this website are still under development but there are still plenty of questions/quizzes to try. Easy
to navigate and find from the homepage.
DrFrostMaths
You will need to register for a free account. Once you have you can access videos and PowerPoint tutorials on
topics. If you click on courses, you can select by exam board which will ensure that you only look at the correct
topics. After you have logged in the website will also track what you have watched/attempted and your progress.
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Apps
PhotoMath
Some people think this is a cheat, but the app lets you take a photo of a maths problem and then offers you the
solution. Great when you are really stuck!
GCSE Learning and Revision | GCSEPod
This is a paid for subscription which your school may have bought. This is an excellent website for personalising
your learning. You can create your own playlists and PODs.
Quizlet
Make your own revision flip cards or search for premade ones. Make sure you check that everything is correct on
other users cards.

Podcasts
Maths GCSE Podcasts by Seneca
Revision podcasts on many GCSE topics, easy to navigate and find.

Examination Papers/Questions
Exam solutions
This website has full GCSE examination papers to practise as well as mark schemes and video solutions. You can
also search by topic and practise several exam questions on one topic, again with a mark scheme.
Maths Genie
This website has full GCSE examination papers to practise as well as mark schemes and video solutions.
Exam board websites Edexcel AQA OCR WJEC
The exam board websites are not generally as easy to navigate but all past exam papers and mark schemes are on
there. The most recent papers tend to be locked and only accessible by teachers.
OnMaths
OnMaths create predicted papers which are useful before the exams and in between each paper when your exam
series starts. They also have created ‘demon’ papers which really push you to show your understanding of the
GCSE topics. Although remember no one other than the exam writers know exactly what will be on a paper.

